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Common envelope interactions transform binary systems

Example: formation of merging pairs of neutron stars
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formation of compact binaries
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Luminous Red Novae?

(Kasliwal 2011)
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Andromeda galaxy…



CE transients
M31 LRN 2015

Outburst in Andromeda galaxy in Jan 2015

Binary System

Transient Outburst
(Kurtenkov+ 2015)

Employing the conversions from Sirianni et al. (2005) and
using the distance and reddening toward M31LRN 2015
in M31 (see Section 2) we estimate the absolute magnitude
of the progenitor candidate to be = − ±M 1.50 0.23V , =MI
− ±2.55 0.13 with ( − = ±V I ) 1.05 0.150 , consistent with a
red giant.

The Local Group Galaxies Survey (LGGS; Massey
et al. 2006) data reveal a nearby source, J004208.06
+405501.7, at = ±V 22.33 0.09, ( − = ±B V ) 0.75 0.17,
( − = ±V R) 0.62 0.10, and ( − = ±R I ) 0.65 0.04. While it
would first appear that the progenitor is brighter in the Massey
et al. (2006) catalog, an inspection of the images reveals this
source is in fact a blend of several of the stars visible in
Figure 3, including the two brightest. A source is clearly visible
at the position of M31LRN 2015 in the LGGS narrowband Hα
data (taken 2002 September 11), but nothing is seen at this
position in either the [O III] or [S II] data. To remove any
contribution from continuum emission in these narrowband
images we subtracted the scaled LGGS R-band image from
both the Hα and [S II] images, and the scaled V-band image
from the [O III] image. The scaling was calculated by
determining a linear fit between the broadband and narrowband
data using SExtractor (v2.19.5; Bertin & Arnouts 1996)
photometry of ∼20,000 objects in each image. A clear source
was seen in the continuum-subtracted Hα data, indicating a
strong Hα excess in the spectrum of the pre-outburst M31LRN
2015. Azimlu et al. (2011), who also used the LGGS data, list
it as an H II region (#1527 in their paper), with an estimated
luminosity of 6 × 1034 erg s−1. If indeed this is a star-forming
H II region, the luminosity implies a star formation rate of
∼5 × 10−7Me yr−1 (using the conversion from Kennicutt 1998).
A SN remnant origin for this emission seems unlikely, due to
the lack of [S II] emission and the small size, which implies an
age of less than a few hundred years. If this is not an H II

region, the most likely source of the Hα emission is the
progenitor system itself, either directly from the progenitor or a
companion, or from a period of mass loss.

5. DISCUSSION

M31LRN 2015 is a luminous, red transient in M31,
characterized by weakening Hα emission on an increasingly
red continuum, with a number of absorption lines emerging
after peak, including Na I D and Ba II, and TiO bands appearing
at later times. Considering the spectroscopic and photometric
evolution of the outburst we conclude that this object is a LRN
in M31, a conclusion that Kurtenkov et al. (2015b) reached
independently from their data. We now compare the properties
of this system to those of other proposed LRNe and ILRTs.
The light curves of both LRNe and ILRTs are characterized

by slow evolution (compared to most novae) and significant
reddening as they fade. The light curves of LRNe V1309 Sco
(Mason et al. 2010) and V838 Mon (Munari et al. 2002b)
show the brightness quickly falling in the bluer filters, but
plateauing in the red filters. The light curve of V4332 Sagittarii
(another LRN; Martini et al. 1999) also shows this object to be
reddening about two weeks after discovery, although there is
no color information for the earlier periods. The only LRN that
shows clear evidence of a significant multiple-peak light curve
structure is V838 Mon. ILRTs are more luminous at peak than
the LRNe discussed above and they also show different
photometric evolution. The first ILRT discovered, M85
OT2006-1, shows a long plateau phase (∼70 days), with
relatively little color evolution until later times (Kulkarni
et al. 2007). ILRT PTF 10fqs showed a plateau phase
(∼40 days), before rapidly reddening (Kasliwal et al. 2011),
and NGC 300 OT2008 also shows no major optical color
evolution until later times (Bond et al. 2009). Our observations
show that M31LRN 2015 clearly resembles LRNe, rather than

Figure 3. F814W HST (negative) image of the location of M31LRN 2015 taken 2004 August 16.5. The 1σ and 3σ errors on the calculated position of the quiescent
system are represented by green circles. The red crosses represent the positions of the nearby sources in the HST data.
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HST imaging 
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(MacLeod+, 2017)

sub-giant primary star 
M1 ⇡ 4� 5M�; R1 ⇡ 30R�
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Figure 1. Left: M101-OT and the reference stars used to calibrate the photometric zero-point. Due to a variable field-of-
view, position and position angle for the M101-OT historical photometric images, di↵erent subsets of the fields stars were used
according to their visibility. At any time, a minimum number of three stars was used. The square region around M101-OT is
shown in detail on the right hand side. Right: Images of M101-OT at four epochs: ⇡10 yrs before reference epoch, 22.3 month,
22 days after the second outburst and 12.6 months after. The field of view size is 10 ⇥ 10 centred on the position of M101-OT.
The red dashes show the location of the transient. The telescope, instrument, and magnitude of the object are listed for each
image.

tion 2, we report both pre- and post-discovery optical,
near-infrared (NIR) and mid-infrared (MIR) photom-
etry and spectroscopy of M101-OT. In Section 3, we
examine the spectroscopic measurements and the char-
acteristics of the progenitor. We discuss possible simi-
larities with other objects and the nature of M101-OT
in Section 4. Finally, we present a summary and our
conclusions in Section 5.

2. OBSERVATIONS

M101-OT is located (↵J2000 = 14h02m16s.78 �J2000 =
+54h26m20s.5) in the outer reaches of a spiral arm of
M101, at 30.41N and 80.12W of the measured position
of the galaxy nucleus. The surrounding region shows
signs of a young stellar population, displaying bright
unresolved emission in the Galaxy Evolution Explorer
(GALEX) survey at 135 nm to 280 nm.
We adopt the Cepheid distance to M101 of

DL = 6.4 ± 0.2 Mpc, corresponding to a distance
modulus of µ = 29.04 ± 0.05 (random) ± 0.18 (sys-

tematic) mag (Shappee & Stanek 2011). The estimated
Galactic reddening at the position of the transient is
E(B�V ) = 0.008 ± 0.001 mag (from NED3 adopting
Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011)), with RV = 3.1, which
corresponds to a mean visual extinction of AV = 0.024
mag. The magnitudes reported in the text and figures of
this paper have been corrected for Galactic reddening,
but the Tables in the Appendix list the observed magni-
tudes, i.e. not corrected for extinction. The extinction
within the host galaxy is not included. Local extinction
to the progenitor is unlikely, as archival NIR photom-
etry of M101-OT agrees well with the Rayleigh�Jeans
tail of a single black body emission derived from opti-
cal measurements. Therefore, we argue that there is no
evidence of a strong warm dust emission component in

3 The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tech-
nology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

(Blagorodnova+ 2017)

M101 OT2015-1

~18 solar mass primary star
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Figure 7. Comparison of M101-OT spectrum at +154 days
with HD118767 M5III star(Bagnulo et al. 2003) and the av-
erage spectrum of V838 Mon (Tylenda et al. 2011). The
spectrum has an estimated black-body temperature of ⇠3000
K. The molecular bands are comparable to the ones in cool
giant stars. Major molecular absorption lines are marked in
the spectrum with blue vertical bands.

We detect titanium oxide (TiO) bands in the range 6600-
6800 Å and 7050-7300 Å. Between 7300 and 7600 Å,
TiO absorption is combined with vanadium oxide (VO)
molecular absorption, which becomes dominant above
7400 Å.

3.2. SED analysis and bolometric lightcurve

We computed a black-body fit to several pre- and post-
discovery epochs, preferentially taken around the same
epoch, or at most ±50 days from each other. In the case
that a particular band had more than one measurement
within the time interval, we computed the mean value
weighted by the errors.
We used the MCMC python package emcee

(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) to obtain the value of
the maximum posterior probability and 1� confidence
intervals on the estimated parameters. The evolution
of temperature and radius for the best black-body fit is
shown in Figure 3. In all cases, a single black-body com-
ponent was su�cient to describe the observed spectral
energy distribution.
The initial fits for the progenitor at epochs earlier than

6 years, show that the temperature and radius were con-
stant within the errors with values of T = 6600 ± 300 K
and an R = 220± 25 R�. Starting at �5.5 years, there
was a progressive expansion and cooling of the star, so
that at �250 days it cooled down to T = 5800±120K
and nearly tripled its radius to R = 620± 25 R�. Dur-
ing the peak of the second outburst, the temperature
had decreased to roughly 3300 K, and continued to cool
down slowly over the next 400 days. The photospheric
radius showed a peculiar behaviour. It had grown ex-

Figure 8. The evolution of the black-body luminosity of
M101-OT. The first peak is not present, as there were not
enough photometric measurements for a reliable fit. The
measurements for epochs after +200 days were derived using
NIR bands only.

ponentially up to R ⇠ 6500 ± 400 R� during outburst
peak, receded to R ⇠ 4300 ± 80 R� at 48 days and
expanded again to approximately R ⇠ 7800 ± 50 R�
at 200 days. A similar e↵ect was noticed for M31 2015
LRN (MacLeod et al. 2016). We fit a linear model for
the radial expansion for epochs 70 to 200 days, which
allowed to derive the photospheric expansion velocity of
170 ± 5 km s�1.
Around the second outburst, from �30 days to 20

days, the temperature had a constant value of 3670 ±
50 K. The plateau phase, detected in the redder bands,
is associated with a slower decline in the temperature:
'150 K between days 40 and 100. IR photometry for
later epochs (> 400) show that the temperature is con-
sistent with 1200 ±300 K black-body emission.
The integrated black-body emission was used to es-

timate the bolometric lightcurve for M101-OT, shown
in Figure 8. While the early time photometry shows a
rather stable object with luminosity L ' 2.6 ⇥ 105 L�,
photometry later than five years prior to the outburst
shows a steady increase in the star’s bolometric lumi-
nosity, reaching L ⇠ 4⇥105 L� at 250 days before and
approximately L ' 6.3 ⇥ 106 L� during the maximum
of the second outburst.

3.3. Progenitor analysis

3.3.1. Single star scenario

Photometric measurements from the earliest three
archival epochs, obtained between 15 and 8 years before
outburst, were used to derive the best parameters for the
progenitor star. We found a good agreement with a sin-
gle black-body fit. No significant IR excess was observed
in the early photometric measurements. The star was es-
timated to have a temperature of T = 6600 ± 300 K and
an approximate radius of R = 220±13 R�. The historic

extended ‘precursor’ 
brightening



How can we reconcile ‘impulsive’ outbursts and 
extended precursor emission? 



CE ejection modeling
A new setup to study interacting binaries in Athena++

• Athena++ is a grid-based, 
magnetohydrodynamics code 

• spherical coordinate system 
centered on the giant star 

• gas in the domain interacts with two 
point masses 

• in the reference frame of orbiting 
star 

M1
M2

example:
stable mass transfer
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merging system: slice through orbital plane
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orbital decay starts out 
gradual, then runs away



CE ejection modeling

orbital motion desynchronizes 
from envelope



CE ejection modeling

~5 orbits

stronger shocks

increased thermal 
broadening of ejecta

precursor outburst
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imprint in the transient night sky.
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CE events illuminate the transient night sky

• CE events transform binary systems and leave an 
imprint in the transient night sky. 

• Catching these transients directly constrains our 
understanding of mass ejection in CE events.  

• As we start to discover binaries merging through 
the emission of gravitational waves, it’s extremely 
important to understand the assembly of these 
close systems through common envelope 
phases.


